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Meaning of Mathematics
• Meaning:
• From the Greek word, which means ―inclined to learn
• Oxford Dic onary, ―the branch of science concerned with 

number, quantity and space.
• Locke, ― a way to se le in the mind a habit of reasoning
• Ancient Hindus referred to mathema cs as, ―Ganita—the 

science of calculation.
• Courant and Robbins, ―Mathema cs is an expression of 

the human mind that reflects the active will, contemplative 
reason and the desire for aesthetic perfection. Its basic 
elements are logic and intuition, analysis and construction, 
generality and individuality.

•



• The following conclusions can be made related to the meaning of 
mathematics:

• It is a science of number and space
• Has its own language in terms of signs, symbols, terms, operations 

etc.
• Uses/Requires intuition, logic, reasoning, analysis, construction, 

generality and individuality.
• Helps in drawing conclusions and interpreting various ideas and 

themes.
• It is suited for dealing with abstract concept of any kind.
• Helps to solve problems of daily life.
• Has an aesthetic value and helps to admire the beauty of nature.



Mathematics : Its Nature

• Mathematics relies both on logic and creativity: it 
is pursued for a variety of :

• Practical Purposes i.e. how mathematics applies
to their work?

• Intrinsic Interests i.e. Essence of mathematics lies
in its beauty and intellectual challenge. The
nature of mathematics can be also discussed in
terms of:

• Science of logical reasoning: In mathematics the
results are developed through a process of
reasoning.



• Reasoning in mathematics possesses a number of 
characteristics such as,

• Simplicity
• Accuracy
• Certainty of Results
• Originality
• Verification
• Conclusions follow naturally from the facts when 

logical reasoning is applied to the facts.



Mathematical Language and 
Symbolism

• It has its own unique language and symbols.
Mathematical language and symbols cut down
on lengthy statements. Helps in the expression
of ideas and concepts in exact form. It is free
from verbosity, helps to point out clear and
exact expression of facts.

• E.g. ―Writing (a-b) 2 = a2 – 2ab + b2 in
words.‖ Symbols which are peculiar and
unique to mathematics:<,>,%,@,,P,£



Values Inculcated through 
Mathematics

• Utilitarian or Practical Value: Refer from math
method text as discussed.

• Intellectual Value: Imagination, memory,
observation, concentration, creativity, logical
thinking and reasoning are developed through
mathematics.

• Disciplinary Value: Punctuality, Neatness,
cleanliness, habit of paying attention, regular
study habits through HW and drill are developed
in students via mathematics.



Assignment

Prepare note on –
• Meaning and Nature of Mathematics Teaching


